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Abstract: In this paper we present an operator based proof of the bidirectionality of general reciprocal
waveguides. The proof starts from the vectorial, coupled, singular and non-Hermitian Sturm-Liouville problem
that governs the modal ﬁeld propagation. This paper is in honor of Don Dudley, one of the most eminent
electromagneticists.
INTRODUCTION
In his book [1] Don Dudley introduces the electromagnetic community to the power of Sturm-Liouville
theory for the solution of boundary value problems that arise in electromagnetics. One such Sturm-
Liouville problem is that of ﬁnding eigenmodes in waveguiding structures.
The eigenmode problem is a very diﬃcult Sturm-Liouville problem. It is often singular because
waveguides such as optical ﬁbers or microstrip lines are open structures. It is a vectorial Sturm-
Liouville problem and a coupled Sturm-Liouville problem. In general it will also not be Hermitian
unless the waveguide consists of lossless materials. Available mathematical literature does not cover
such coupled, singular, vectorial non-Hermitian Sturm-Liouville problems. This often impedes the
derivation of general conclusions regarding the eigenmodes of general waveguides.
In this contribution we nevertheless want to try to derive one such general property of waveguides.
This property is bidirectionality. Bidirectionality means that for each eigenmode propagating in
one direction in a waveguide there exists another eigenmode propagating in the other direction with
the same propagation coeﬃcient. For waveguides build from isotropic materials this bidirectionality
property is evident. However, for waveguides build from general linear materials such as anisotropic
or even bianisotropic materials this becomes much less obvious. Actually in general such waveguides
will not be bidirectional at all.
The occurrence of bidirectionality can have diﬀerent origins. One reason could be some kind of
symmetry in the cross-section of the waveguide. We will not focus on this kind of origin of bidirec-
tionality but rather refer to [2] and [3]. Bidirectionality due to symmetry is rather easily derived from
symmetry properties of the Sturm-Liouville problem. Propagating eigenmodes in a lossless waveguide
are also bidirectional [3].
In this paper we will look at reciprocity as the origin for bidirectionality. A waveguide build from
reciprocal materials is bidirectional. This problem has received the attention of many scientists during
the past 50 years. In 1958-1959 Harrington and Villeneuve [4] used a proof based on antenna theory.
In 1991 McIsaac [2] said that the property was simply not true. In 1996 the ﬁrst author [5] gave a
proof based on the Lorentz reciprocity theorem and a continuity argument. In 2006 Yaghjian [6] came
with a proof again based on antenna theory but without interchanging the antennas contrary to what
was done in [4]. For a discussion of these papers we refer to [3].
All these proofs are indirect proofs, if they are correct then a direct proof from Maxwell’s equations
should be possible also. Already in 1999 the ﬁrst author mentions the directions of such a proof in his
book [3]. In this contribution we want to highlight this operator based proof and present some new
viewpoints.
Although our discussion is valid for waveguides build from bianisotropic materials and also for
periodic waveguides [7] we will limit ourselves for the sake of the simplicity of the equations to uniform
waveguides build from reciprocal anisotropic waveguides. The bidirectionality concept can also be
extended to non-reciprocal materials. In that case there is mutual bidirectionality between a waveguide
and its adjoint waveguide build from the adjoint reciprocal materials.
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AN OPERATOR BASED PROOF OF BIDIRECTIONALITY
Assume a waveguide oriented along the z-axis. The material parameters of the waveguide then only
depend on the x- and y-coordinates. The xy-plane is called the transversal plane and the position
vector in this plane is rt. We assume an ejωt time dependence. For eigenmodes the electric and
magnetic ﬁeld are written as e(r) = E(rt)e−γz and h(r) = H(rt)e−γz , with γ the modal propagation
coeﬃcient and E(rt) and H(rt) the modal ﬁelds. Inserting this modal representation in the sourceless
curl Maxwell equations leads to the following eigenvalue problem
(∇t ×E(rt)) · uz = −jωµzz(rt)Hz(rt)− jωµzt(rt) ·Ht(rt), (1)
−γuz × Et(rt) +∇t ×Ez(rt)uz = −jωµtt(rt) ·Ht(rt)− jωµtz(rt)Hz(rt), (2)
(∇t ×H(rt)) · uz = jωzz(rt)Ez(rt) + jωzt(rt) ·Et(rt), (3)
−γuz ×Ht(rt) +∇t ×Hz(rt)uz = jωtt(rt) ·Et(rt) + jωtz(rt)Ez(rt), (4)
where we have split vectors a = at +azuz and dyadics a = att +atzuz +uzazt +azzuzuz in transversal
and longitudinal parts. From this coupled system of equations we can eliminate the longitudinal ﬁelds
Ez(rt) and Hz(rt) leading ﬁnally to
−γ
(
Et(rt)
uz ×Ht(rt)
)
= −
(
P tt(rt) Ztt(rt)
Y tt(rt) Qtt(rt)
)
.
(
Et(rt)
uz ×Ht(rt)
)
, (5)
with the operator dyadic P tt(rt) deﬁned as
P tt(rt) = ∇t zt(rt)
zz(rt)
+ uzuz××
µtz(rt)
µzz(rt)
∇t, (6)
Ztt(rt) = ∇t 1
jωzz(rt)
∇t − jωuzuz××µtt(rt), (7)
Y tt(rt) = uzuz××∇t 1
jωµzz(rt)
∇t − jωuzuz××tt(rt), (8)
Qtt(rt) = uzuz
××∇t µzt(rt)
µzz(rt)
+
tz(rt)
zz (rt)
∇t, (9)
where Gibbs dyadic products are used as deﬁned in [8]. For bianisotropic media expressions for these
operators can be found in [3]. Using a suitable deﬁnition of the transposed of a dyadic operator we
can, after tedious manipulations, show that
Ztt = Z
T
tt Y tt = Y
T
tt P tt = −Q
T
tt. (10)
The formal eigenvalue problem now becomes
det
(
P tt(rt)− γItt Ztt(rt)
Y tt(rt) Qtt(rt)− γItt
)
= 0, (11)
which is equivalent to
det
⎛
⎝ −QTtt(rt) + γItt ZTtt(rt)
Y
T
tt(rt) −P
T
tt(rt) + γItt
⎞
⎠ = 0. (12)
The legitimity of these operations can be understood when we represent the dyadic operator by
some matrices resulting from some kind of discretization of the operators such as ﬁnite diﬀerences or
decompositions in some basis. Taking into account (10) completes the proof.
Note that the modal ﬁelds of the two modes propagating in opposite direction do not have a simple
relation.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we gave an operator based proof for the bidirectionality of reciprocal waveguides starting
from the singular, vectorial, non-reciprocal, coupled Sturm-Liouville problem describing the modal
propagation.
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